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Welcome, dear reader, to the first issue of the Farmer
Labor Zine. This zine exists as a peephole into the world of
the minimum wage earning (with no overtime pay, as per
U.S. Department of Labor rules) farm worker. This
peephole is becoming more seductive with increasing
interest in local food.
Growing food is now a mark of sophistication rather than
a sign of mental vacancy. Working on a farm can even
attract attention from the opposite sex. Or at least from
members of the opposite sex who don't mind body odor
and dirty fingernails.
Most young people I know want to own a farm. And why
not? Animals are cute. So are fruits and vegetables. But
not so many people want to actually work on a farm.
While the idea of farming is wildly popular, perhaps more
than ever, the reality of weeding 500 foot long rows of
corn or stacking hundreds of 40pound hay bales lacks
much romanticism. The farmworkers take on the back
breaking labor without the glory of farm ownership.
This zine is also for farm workers to communicate witheach other and swap stories and share employmentopportunities. Right now there are just two farmerlaborers  me and a good friend who lives a fewwatersheds south  but hopefully there will be more nexttime.

Sincerely,
The editorial department



Since May I have been working at Fall City Farms, an
organic farm in the Snoqualmie Valley. The farm has been
around for more than 20 years and is wellestablished in the
community and wellliked. We grow six or so acres of
pumpkins for a fall Upick patch, and much smaller
quantities of potatoes, tomatoes, corn, apples, carrots, beets
and all kinds of winter squash. The farm has several goats
and a donkey  which provide entertainment for fall pumpkin
harvesters and school field trips  as well as a small flock of
egglaying chickens and six cows. The cows provide the farm
with poop, and in exchange they get all the grass and hay they
can eat. Think of them like participants in World Wide
Opportunities on Organic Farms (WWOOF), who volunteer
on farms in exchange for room and board.

This fall marked the end of the first full growing season I
have spent on the farm. I started in May after three months of
interning at YES! Magazine (which was awesome). I studied
journalism in college. I wouldn't consider trading the five
years I spent studying (not that that is possible anyway), but
the degree I earned isn't great for finding employment.
Attending school was a good life experience, but a pretty poor
career decision.

I spent the summer after I graduated competing for jobs
in journalism with the rest of 2010's journalism graduates, as
well as 2008 and 2009 journalism graduates and all the
experienced reporters who have been laid off in recent years.
I eventually found a few regular freelance gigs that paid
between $25 and $50 per article before leaving to intern at
YES! Magazine. YES! didn't pay, but they provided a free
place to live.

I had worked at Fall City Farms for a few brief stints since
the summer of 2008. When my internship ended, I found the

From the Office to the Farm



opportunity to work outside irresistible. The first day of
planting potatoes in the rain was 180 degrees different from
the winter I spent working on the magazine. The physical
exhaustion I felt at the end of the day was a welcome change
from the aching eyeballs I get sitting at a computer all day.

Work at the farm is varied and includes everything from
picking tomatoes to painting railings and running a cash
register when the farm store opens in the fall. I spent more
time hoeing and cultivating pumpkins than doing any other
single task. Planting the pumpkins was also pretty time
consuming. We plant pumpkins from starts because birds eat
the seeds. That means that hours at a time are devoted to
popping pumpkin seedlings out of propagation flats and
putting them in holes in the ground. The six acres of
pumpkins at the farm requires about 20,000 plants.

Once a week we prune all the tomatoes (a couple hundred
plants) and clip their new growth to strings hanging from the
ceilings of the hoop houses. This tends to take two or three of
us a few hours. By the end, my hands are black with a hint of
green. The color doesn't come off until the skin dies, so I just
ignore the black hands.

There were two hired helpers on the farm all summer, and
six or eight in the fall. Sometimes I wish the farm
concentrated more on growing food and less on cultivating
porch ornaments, but there's worse things to do than play
with pumpkins. For Fall City Farms, growing less food means
hiring fewer people. For me that means less camaraderie but
it also means I learn to do more things, like cultivating with
tractors, making apple cider and running a cash register.

Working on the farm hasn't made me rich, but I'm doing
alright. I saved enough money this summer to take a month
long bike trip from the East Coast of Florida to Austin, Texas,
which I'll be starting in November. By next spring I could be
looking for a job on another farm. As a coworker at YES! said,
it seems like good alternative to working at a coffee shop 
another staple job of recent college graduates.



The Farmish Thing Review
Where we review something from the farm

This issue we're reviewing one of those Carharrt jackets
that seem to be popular with farmers and those who dress
like farmers. Some of the guys at my high school who drove
big trucks and made fun of me for playing the clarinet wore
these also.

Fate brought
this jacket to me.
Actually, my
neighbor Britton
did the bringing
(thanks Britton).
Some one had
given it to him
and it didn't fit,
so he passed it
on to me. I think
these jackets
look cool, and
this one is also
pretty
functional. The
waxed canvas is
thick enough that blackberry thorns can't get through it. It
also does a reasonable job of repelling water.I like the color, but I think it would be better if it was alittle darker. Dirt shows on it pretty easily. But that may onlybe a problem for me – I tend to get way dirtier than anyoneelse at work. Also, this jacket has cool golden buttons.Someone on the Carharrt web site claims that owning one ofthese jeckets will keep you healthy. I don't believe that, but Ialso haven't fallen ill in the two months that I have ownedthis jacket.



The following pages came straight from OliviaGuterson's sketch book. Olivia spent much of her summervolunteering at Left Foot Organics in Olypmia, avocational farm with a CSA program.
Two Fridays At Left Foot
Organics By Olivia Guterson





My job, growing food and pumpkins for welloff foodies
and pumpkinharvesting tourists, is hard work. I have spent
whole mornings hunched over 500foot rows of plowed earth,
digging holes and transplanting pumpkins in threefoot
intervals. At the end of the row when I finally stand upright,
my vision blurs and my head spins. After lunch I may crawl
up and down a row of carrots, beets or corn while pulling
weeds, or maybe load a couple acres worth of hay onto the
back of a trailer until my arms burn and hay dust sticks
between my skin and sweaty Tshirt.

But it's also fun. I get to play in the dirt, dig up food and
hang out with animals. There's often something nearby to
snack on, the scenery is beautiful, I can walk across the road
and swim in the river at the end of the day, the people I work
with are nice and so are the pay checks. I get paid regularly
and more than minimum wage.

Life for migrant farm workers outside the world of
organic farms includes all the hard parts of my job with few of
the perks. In hotter states like California and Arizona, farm
workers die from heat exhaustion every year. But thanks in
large part to Cesar Chavez there is someone looking out for
them. The United Farm Workers union, nearing its 40th
anniversary, continues the fight for farm workers that Chavez
started.

Cesar's Story:
A Lifelong Fight
For Workers
How Cesar Chavez
fasted, picketed and
marched for better
wages and conditions



Through their campaign to combat antiimmigrant
rhetoric, called “Take Our Jobs,” the union is offering to
connect out of work Americans with jobs on farms. It turns
out that out of work Americans don't really want jobs on
farms, (at least, not on factory farms) as less than a hundred
people have followed through with the program. Clearly,
immigrant farm workers are doing the work that Americans
won't.

Migrant farmers do some of the most important and
productive work, buy they live in fear of being stopped,
searched and deported. The solution may be to end the use of
chemical fertilizer and pesticides, making farm jobs less
dangerous, less monotonous, and more attractive to American
workers. Another solution is the Agjobs bill, currently stalled
in congress, which would grant temporary legal status to
immigrant farm workers.

As Arturo Rodriguez, current president of the United
Farm Workers union said, "If [members of Congress] can't do
their job in passing the bill, then they should come work in
the fields."

The United Farm Workers of America started when two
organizations merged – the National Farm Workers
Association, led by Cesar Chavez, and the Agricultural
Workers Organizing Committee, led by Larry Itliong.

Thanks to the union, laws guarantee farm workers access
to toilets, clean drinking water, hand washing facilities, and
safeguards against pesticide exposure. In this issue of the
Farmer Labor Zine, we're going to learn a little bit about Cesar
Chavez, because there are more streets named after him than
Larry Itliong. We will save Larry for another issue.

Cesar's Story
Cesar Chavez was eleven years old, when the deputy

sheriff evicted his family from their 80acre farm near Yuma,
Ariz., the sunniest place on earth. This was during the great
depression, and Cesar's father could no longer pay interest on



Got somewhere hygenic to poop at your workplace?
Thank Cesar Chavez and the United Farm Workers.



his loan. The last Cesar saw of the land he spent his
childhood roaming with his siblings, was a tractor bulldozing
the corral. Shortly after, the Chavez family was living in a
shack and working on other people's land – the corporate
growers of California. In the years after the depression, they
harvested nearly every crop California had.

Cesar and his siblings dreamed of saving money and
returning to buy the family land, but as the years of
harvesting grapes, plums, melons, tomatoes, berries, lettuce,
sugar beets and cotton accumulated while money did not,
they gave up on the dream.

The experience of living on a farm in his younger days
may have fueled Cesar's unrest with the wages and conditions
of working on farms in the Coachella, San Joaquin and other
southern California agricultural valleys. He found activism in
1952 when a college student named Fred Ross came to his
door. Ross asked Cesar to help him register voters in the San
Jose ghetto where Cesar lived with his wife Helen and three
young children.

After 10 years of working for Fred Ross's organization, the
Community Service Organization, Cesar founded the
National Farm Workers Association and organized a strike
against Delano, Calif. grape growers. In those days, grape
pickers in Delano made about $2,400 a year. The national
poverty line was about $3,200.

The grape pickers picketed on the roads outside farms
while the enraged growers called them communists, stomped
on their feet, punched their ribs and even sprayed them with
pesticides. At this time, FBI agents began quietly
investigating Cesar Chavez as a suspicious person and
possible communist. They secretly tailed him off and on for
years.

Chavez and company stayed peaceful throughout the
protests, though many strikers thought there tranquil
demeanor wasn't getting them anywhere. Chavez fasted to
show his commitment to peace and to get fellow union
members to renew their pledges to nonviolence. He fasted for



25 days. Chavez said the
growers' childish behavior
would get the best of them. And
eventually, it did.

The media exposed the big
growers violence and greed.
More and more farm workers
joined the movement, culminating in a 300mile walk from
Delano to Sacramento, the state capital. The march started
with 75 strikers. They picked up workers in every town along
the way, until they arrived on the capitol steps 25 days later
(on Easter Sunday) with more than 10,000 people. Before
the rally was over Schleney Industries, a major grape grower,
agreed to recognize the union and had begun negotiating
with Chavez.

This was the first victory for the farm workers. However,
Schleney Industries was just one of dozens of grape growers
who were holding out against the union and hiring scabs.

Later that year, the National Farm Workers Association
merged with the Filipino workers of the Agricultural Workers
Organizing Committee and the United Farm Workers
Organizing Committee was born.

Cesar Chavez worked with the union for the rest of his life,
continuing to fight for fair pay and working conditions by
registering voters, striking, organizing boycotts and fasting.
He orchestrated the largest strike in the history of U.S. Labor
against Giumarra Vineyards in 1969. In the 1980s he
concentrated on the dangers of pesticides, fasting for 36 days
to call attention to the illness and disease they were causing
to farm workers. His last vineyard walkout in 1992 led to an
industrywide pay increase for all grape workers. Chavez died
in his sleep the next year.

All the while, Cesar never owned a house, a car or made
more than $6,000 dollars in a year. In 1994, Chavez received
the Presidential Medal of Freedom. March 31, his birthday is
Cesar Chavez day in California, Arizona and Texas.

A bold, easy to draw Aztec eagle is theUnited Farm Workers flag symbol.



Picking Corporate Blueberries
A few summers ago, I convinced my girlfriend and my best

friend to pick blueberries with me on a farm in the border
town of Everson, Washington. The craigslist ad I had seen
said they paid by the pound, so I wasn't expecting to get rich.
I hadn't worked much that summer and I was excited about
the chance to work on a farm.

We got up early so we could pick berries before it got too
hot. On the way there, I got my station wagon lost in a maze
of Whatcom County raspberry farms but we eventually found
the right place. There must have been hundreds of acres of
blueberries. They were all in perfect rows with no sign of
weeds or any other plant life. The berries were big, dark and
juicy.

We were the only nonHispanics who showed up to work.
The growers (or foremen, I'm not sure who they were) gave us
crates to pick into and showed us where to start. They told us
how much we would get paid per pound, and didn't say much
else. The pay seemed low. I didn't know what a pound of
blueberries looked like though, so I wasn't sure.

Most of the workers showed up in big vans with their
whole family, children included. Some kids picked berries,
but most of them played on the dirt road bordering the
blueberry patch.

It turns out that I don't have much patience for picking
blueberries. After half an hour I was bored. My friend was
visiting for the weekend and I was starting to feel bad for
talking him into picking berries. The fact that we had no idea
how much we would get paid wasn't encouraging either. So
we stuck it out for an hour and went to collect our money.

The growers asked if they could pay us the next time we
came, but we told them we weren't sure if we were coming
back. They weighed our berries and paid us in cash. I think it
was $7 total. I knew nonresident farm workers typically got
paid less than minimum wage, but I imagined it wasn't much



less. The $7 my companions and I earned worked out to
$2.33 for the hour. This is the kind of labor our food system
relies on – wages far too poor to live on. That's why everyone
drove to the blueberry farm in vans – the vehicles double as
houses.

There's not much less fair than the people who harvest
our food having to live in vans. It's a small consolation that
there were outhouses and that the foremen didn't spray
pesticides on us while we picked.

Under the clever guise of voter fraud precautions, new
legislation in 38 states may soon make it harder to vote. Like
Cesar Chavez, who got his start in activism by registering
voters, we at the Farmer Labor Zine believe the right to vote
is central to democracy. Voting should be made easier, not
harder.

Wisconsin and New Hampshire are requiring college
students to establish residency before they are allowed to
vote in the state where they live. Maine repealed election day
voter registration, which has historically been effective at
registering young voters.

Voter fraud is extremely rare. Investigations into voter
fraud rarely uncover actual fraud, and statistics don't seem to
show an increasing trend in incidents of fraud. But claims of
voter fraud do seem to support a certain political agenda.

“I don't want everybody to vote,” conservative activist
Paul Weyrich famously told a gathering of evangelicals. “As a
matter of fact, our leverage in the elections quite candidly
goes up as the voting populace goes down."

Weyrich founded a conservative think tank called
American Legislative Exchange Council(ALEC) that acts as a
middle man between corporations and state legislatures (they
call this “legislative exchange”). Much of the recent “voter
fraud” legislation is based on ALEC's Voter ID Act, a template
for voter ID bills.

Voting legislation In The Year 201 1



The Farmer and the Cowman
or, Long Live the Buffalo

One important difference between the farmer and thecowboy is that the farmer still exists in real life while thecowboy is mostly a fantasy for young men who like to dressup. I saw hundreds of these guys late this summer at theEllensburg Rodeo – a celebration of history, horses,cowboys, indians, buffalo, beer and corporate sponsors.And also diesel trucks. Like the goon that I am, I walked tothe rodeo instead of driving a truck like everyone else. Theminority of the audience who didn't drive trucks to therodeo showed up in RVs.Shortly after the show started, the announcer began a 5minute monologue about the dodge ram...“7.6 under thehood... it's got dualies...” He explained how the cowboysneed reliable trucks to get them comfortably down thefreeway from rodeo to rodeo.Then, in a moment of weakness, the Ram crazed sexualdeviant climbed on the bed of the truck and had his waywith the cab. I turned my head at this point, but the strongstomached among the crowd later reported the passionateexplosion culminated in the announcer crying over thedamage he did to the Ram with his belt buckle.After that there was a brief ode to the rest of thecorporate sponsors and some talk about praying for ourcountry. This went on for a long time. The announcer saidwe need to unite the way the cowboys and indians unitedand held hands as brothers of the plains.They appear to believe that they will be able to afford tobuy fuel to drive trucks and RV's up and down the roadforever if they can just get enough of them to gather around

"The Farmer is a good and thrifty citizen, nomatter what the cowboy says of things. Youseldom see 'em drinking in a bar room.Unless somebody else is buying drinks."Rodgers and Hammerstein



and believe that it's possible, despite physical limits andlaws of thermodynamics. They are attempting to use sheerwill power to stop the future from coming.The farmer and the cowman have historically been atodds. Or at least that's what a song in my favorite musical,Oklahoma, says.And who could blame them. The farmer didn't like thatthe cowboy just had to sit on a horse and follow cowsaround. And the cowboy didn't like that the farmer builtfences in the American West.The Ellensburg Rodeo was a lot of fun. We scored freetickets and splurged on greasy food and funnel cake.Thanks to the Cowboy/Indian/Buffalo demonstration, I didcome away with a deeper appreciation for the Buffalo. Thefearless oneton beasts with miniature butts roamed themiddle of America by the millions. They were the originalnomad and farmer of the plains that make up the west.It's too bad they're mostly gone. Although I lovedigging up potatoes, it would be easier to harvest 2000pounds of food by killing a buffalo. Maybe that way I couldavoid the dusty boogers that I get from harvesting potatoestoo.



I remember the mornings
when even the sun struggled to get out of bed
the dew blanket clung heavily to the ground
truckers hogged the highway
empty country roads
that tall willow just before the first greenhouse
steam rose from piles of wood chips and compost
was it rotation day?
gathering buckets, trowels, and hoes
counting tags and CSA boxes
what plants will I work with today?
I remember when you were a sprout
when weeds surrounded you
will the family that receives you know
where you came from
who helped you grow?
to the woman who wanted a photograph
of a real farmer
yes, it really is hard work
to those who wore the wrong clothes
to volunteer in
yes, you really do get dirty.
squatting among the others
we shared laughs
we shared silence on those rainy daysThey taught me more than I thought I could learn.

Left Foot Organics
Olivia Guterson



The Farmer Labor Zine wants to hear from you! Whether
you harvest genetically modified sweet corn on thousands
of acres or rotting shit from the compost toilet of the
homestead where you intern, we want to hear your stories.
Let's compare farms,
regions, countries,
continents and
experiences.
Write to us at:
PO box 744
Fall City, WA
98024
Or, O.lazenby@gmail.com

The Farmer Labor Zine would like to thankFall City Farms for the employment andDishwasher Pete for the inspiration.

Send postage or a couplebucks to get another copyof this issue or to get on ourmailing list.




